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The south coast of Peru may appear desolate and inhospitable to most modem day visitors, 
but this dry, arid desert environment supported several great ancient civilizations and has preserved 
artifactual remains of these pre-Columbian cultures that would have perished under other climatic 
conditions. Among these are the elaborately embroidered textiles from the Paracas Peninsula area 
that have become world famous. Their motifs of mythical figures and profuse use of color have 
caused them to be associated with the roughly contemporaneous Nasca1 culture located to the 
south, which is known by its rich iconographic, polychrome pottery. But no Nasca pottery is found at 
the Paracas site.
For this reason the Paracas and Nasca cultures have become a sort of enigma to 
archaeologists working on the south coast. H has been accepted that Cavemas-Necropolis-Nasca is 
the chronology of succession (Carrion Cachot 1949: 14), but there are still many unanswered 
questions and new approaches may be needed in examining the material already excavated and 
located in museums and private collections throughout the world. Did late Paracas textiles influence 
Nasca pottery or did Nasca ceramic art influence Paracas textiles? What is the evidence for the flow 
of motifs from one culture to the other? Are Nasca and Paracas two distinct cultures, or is one a sub­
culture of the other? What are the methods of research that could be used to answer these 
questions?
This paper will look at the cultures called Paracas Cavemas, Paracas Necropolis and Nasca 
from the late Early Horizon (Epochs 8-10) to the early Early Intermediate Period (Epochs 1-2) 
(roughly 200 BC to AD 200). My goal is to examine the similarities and differences between the 
Paracas and Nasca cultures and to understand processes of cultural interaction and ethnic 
differentiation on the south coast of Peru.
1For this paper I have adopted the spelling usage of "Nasca* to be read as the cultural affinity and 
"Nasca* in reference to the physical valley locale as applied by Helatne Silverman (1991: 413).
In comparison with other areas of Peru, the south coast has been minimally archaeotogicaHy 
investigated. Furthermore, areas that have not been previously disturbed by looters are becoming 
fewer. And many of the artifacts that are found in major museum collections lack information 
regarding their provenience. Thus, we are limited in our knowledge of ancient Paracas and Nasca 
culture.
H uaquam  (grave robbers) had been looting the Paracas area long before it came to the 
attention of the Peruvian archaeologist, Julio C. Tello, in 1925. In fact, when Telio saw a textile 
fragment in Lima that was sold to a store owner by huaqueros, he placed the probable origin of the 
textile near Nazca due to its similarity to the Nasca polychrome pottery. When Tello began to 
question local people about where the material had come from, he was told that H was near Nazca, 
but that was only to lead him away f.^m the huaquam ' activity at Paracas (Daggett 1991:36).
Since the geographical origin of many museum items is unknown, artifacts are usually 
ascribed to a culture based upon style. While the designation may be correct, If It is not, it can lead 
researchers in false directions. Many collections do not state if their labeling is based upon style or 
provenience. Does Nasca/Nazca mean the culture or the Rfo Grande de Nazca drainage? This was 
the primary frustration I encountered in this literature search. While some studies have used the 
utmost attention in establishing the provenience or lack of provenience in their writing, many others 
have not. I have tried to use care in selecting figures and photographs with texts that provide 
reputable provenience data. If not, it will be stated as such. Although it may be a major undertaking, I 
feel museums should use a standardized labeling system that clearly states if the provenience of 
the item is known or unknown, as well as the basis on which the associated style was given.
The initial objective for this paper was to identify motifs that were retained in the early Nasca 
period from late Paracas. I have used a limited amount of provenience photographs. This research 
also has shown me that additional individual, localized studios such as Menzel. Rowe and Dawson's 
(1964) Ocucaje research and Proulx’s (1968) Nasca Phase 3 and 4 research, need to be attempted 
before further understanding of the relationship of motifs between Paracas and Nasca can be fully 
addressed, One important objective for future research will be fieldwork yielding stratigraphic results 
that would support or negate or modify the individual studies. At this time, however, fieldwork on 
any scale is a near impossibility in Peru, so it may be better to take another look at the existing 
material in numerous museums and private collections from a new perspective.
My research is based almost entirely on literature published in English. I recognize that in 
the future that will have to change. However, much of the English literature (Kroeber 1953; 
lumbreras 1974; Paul 1979; Strong 1942) contained information about Tello’s excavations at 
Paracas. Carrion Cachot (1949) has also proven to be a reliable source by the fact that she was 
present during the study of the Necropolis mummy bundles in the National Museum in Lima.
Another preliminary statement I should make is in regard to vocabulary. The concept and 
term style is, and probably always will be, animatedly debated, it is a topic within itself and will not be 
addressed here. I use the term style to mean a similarity in appearance of images and/or technique. 
Also, the term icon  is generally used to indicate an image or motif that probably embodied a 
particular meaning to those within the culture who produced it, although it should best be 
understood as any motif or design that is representative in likeness to that which is being depicted 
iconography is generally understood as the study of artistic themes (their identification, systematic 
association, and meaning).
The estimated absolute dating tor Early Horizon Epochs 9*10 and Early Intermediate Period 
Epochs 1*2 Is approximately 300 BC to AD 200 (Lumbreras 1974:16). Most of the early research 
had utilized stylistic sedation rather than radiocarbon dating due to the small amount of organic 
material recovered that could be sampled at the time most studies were performed. Although at 
present accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) dating has enabled radiocarbon dating to be 
performed using a small amount of material, it would probably not be of benefit to date textiles from 
these areas since the most important questions are focused on provenience and culture' authorship 
rather than chronology and textiles were probably treated as heirlooms as well. Because Paracas 
Cavernas, Paracas Necropolis, and Nasca are in part contemporary cultures and also regionally 
varying sequential cultures radiocarbon dating may not be refined enough to identify which culture 
may have been established first within a contemporaneous site. The best means of noting the 
direction of style influence is based on stylistic change seen in localized studies.
South Coast Geography and the Major Sites
This south coast region (Figure 1) is generally understood to include the valleys between 
the Chincha and Acarl rivers. The areas that are involved with this study are Paracas. lea and Nazca
Paracas
The Paracas Peninsula is located 18 kilometers f om the port of Pisco. The often cited 
cemeteries that were excavated by Tello between 1925 and 1930 were Cerro Colorado, Wari Kayan 
and Cabeza Larga. The area of the burials found near the summit of Cerro Colorado has become 
known as Cavemas, because of their cavem-tike structures. Wari Kayan. located on a ridge below 
the Cavemas site on Cerro Colorado, yielded mummy bundles with rich grave goods, which became 
known as Necropolis. Cabeza Larga was a cemetery that had been previously disturbed by looters,
but items of both Cavernas and Necropolis styles were recovered from this locus. It is located on an 
embayment along the Caracas Bay, northwest of Cerro Colorado, it is believed that the two cultural 
styles, Cavernas and Necropolis, coexisted in the region for a period of time but that Cavernas 
antedates Necropolis by the fact that Necropolis burials were found in the ruins of Cavernas 
structures (Carrion Cachot 1949:14).
Botanical remains of corn, potatoes, beans, and yuca, have been founa <n burials at 
Paracas. Whether these were grown torMly or obtained through trade has not been determined. 
The abundant amount of textile cloth found in burials would suggest the primary commodity may 
have been cotton, although wool (for the actual embroidering) was also used in the textiles and this 
would have come from highland animals. Along the northern banks of the Pisco River, Craig and 
Psuty (1968:97) by means of aerial photographs, perceived "tines” similar to those on the pampa in 
Nazca that seem to parallel the locations of highland streams. Since irrigation canals, some of which 
run underground, have been found in other coastal valleys, the same may be possible at Paracas. 
Other sources for potable water may have included carrying water from wells, or using boats to 
access the tributaries and hauling it back to the peninsula (Craig and Psuty 1968:96). Little is known 
about the agricultural system or how water was exploited in Paracas. Nevertheless, there was a 
thriving habitation site at the neck of the Paracar* Peninsula between Early Horizon 9 and Early 
Intermediate Period 2 (Paul 1990: 31*2). It appears that at least some of those who were buried at 
the Paracas site had lived there.
ka
The second area on the map to note is in the lea Valley south of the Paracas Peninsula. 
Ocucaje is located in the lower lea Valley. The Paracas pottery of the lea Valley is called Ocucaje. 
Ocucaje is the type site for Menzel, Rowe and Dawson’s (1964) ten-phase Paracas pottery 
sequence. Menzel, Rowe and Dawson analyzed pottery from the entire lea valley on the basis of
which they elaborated a ten-phase sequence. The tartar phases ol the Ocucaje style are comparable 
to pottery found at the Cavemas locus (Is ., phases 8-10) and thus, this incised, polychrome, resin 
painted, post-lire pottery style has been associated with the names Paracas, Cavemas. Paracas 
Cavemas and Ocucaje
NIBS!
Nazca is the next major valley encountered south of lea. In fact, it is not a single valley. The 
Rio Grande river branches Into many tributaries one ol which is the Grande, another of which is 
Nazca. They should not be contused. Archaeologists typically treat the multi-tributary drainage as a 
single, homogeneous unit called Nazca. Indications are that the drainage was not much different in 
the past than the present (Craig and Psuty 1968). Irrigation technology was utilized in the Nazca 
region at least by the middle of die Early Intermedidate Period.
Cahuechi, the great early Nasca ceremonial center was located in the Nazca Valley (see 
Silverman 1988).
Burimla
Information on burials at Ocucaje is largely unpublished. The literature deals primarily with 
the pottery. Strong (1942: 22), In surveying around the Hacienda Ocucaje, indicates that In 1941- 
1942, huaqu tros  were finding textiles, pottery and other materials in both the Necropolis and 
Cavemas style. He mentions about fifty open graves with Cavernas and Necropolis associated grave 
goods. Some skulls exhibited cranial deformation while others did not. This is interesting since all 
the Cavemas and NecropoNs skulls exhibited some form of cranial deformation and the majority ol 
the Cavemas skulls also showed trephination (Carrion Cachot 1949:55-57).
OGUGitiPQMrY
Ocucaje style pottery is typically decorated by an incised, post-fire, polychrome, resin- 
painted technique. Although negative-decorated vessels are also part of the Ocuca|e-style, the 
background is usually black or dark in color, with the design areas filled with dull green, red or yellow 
color and separated from each other by incised lines. Usually no more than three colors were used 
on a vessel. Ocucaje-style pottery has been found in all south coast valleys between Chincha and 
Nazca. As noted above, the pottery collected in the lea Valley was seriated into a ten-phase system 
by Menzel, Rowe, and Dawson (1964).
The early Ocucaje phases are associated with Chavin influences. In Ocucaje 8 the "Ocuiate 
Being" la Href encountered on ceramics (see figures 2 and 3 for representations of Phase 9 and 
9/10 Ocuiate Being). This mythical being is a new Ocucaje motif; it has no predecessor that can be 
tia c e i back to the Chavfn influence (Menzel, Rowe and Dawson 1964: 259). The trophy head cult 
begins with the Ocuiate Being. Its origins are unknown, but the cult continues throughout 
Cavemas, Necropolis and Nasca. Monkey figures also appear to predominate at this time, sporting 
tropny M W  Ir a  triangular Knives,
A wNto fangs of vessel types are customary, among them double-spout and bridge bottles 
(SOMietimee w M  ftbM dW H w  spsut), spout and handle, as well as a variety ol bowl shapes (see 
M enial, Howe and O w sen w a s  tor further descrlptiont).
Sawysr PaNeves that Ms nai l, Rowe and Dawson's Ocucaje sanation may only be applicable 
to Ocucaie or the middle lea valley. He states that not only do local stylistic differences occur 
between the upper, middle and lower lea Valley in contemporary periods, but he notes that these 
mtra-vaNoy contrasts are greater than those between the neighboring valleys ol Pisco or Rio Grande 
(Sawyer 1M 6: M 4; see also Wallace 1965).
BOcucsIb  Textiles
A limited amount of Ocucaje textiles have been studied by Mary Elizabeth King (1969, 
1974). Her articles were not available to me and thus, have not been reviewed.
Another form of Ocucaje textile that should be mentioned Is the painted mummy masks 
(see Dawson 1979). These masks had painted facial features as well as motifs that may have 
represented facial painting. The masks were placed on the completed mummy bundle In place of 
the head.
Cavemas Buriats
The Cavemas tombs are basically cylindrical; the upper shaft area near the top soil Is stone 
lined; the lower shaft area Is not lined but contains footholds cut into the soil to aid an individual to 
climb down W o the open seml-hemlspherical pit burial chamber The Cavemas burials have been 
likened to family vaults since they contain individuals of both sexes, wide age range, and all 
statuses. One burial, Cavern V, contained 55 bodies of men, women and children. The majority of 
Individuals removed from Cavemas burials exhibited trephined skulls and occipital deformation. 
Oeelpttal deformation causes the skull to become wide rather than narrow. Cranial deformation 
apparatuses were found In place on skulls of children. Tello stated that from his study of the 
Cavemas skeletal remains, forty percent of the individuals showed signs of weak physical structures 
suggesting to him an Interior state of health. The trephination and the alleged sickly condition of 
these individuals led to a hypothesis of Paracas as a possible coastal oasis convalescent center 
(Carrion Cachet 1949).
The bodies were wrapped In coarse cotton cloth and openwork cloth. Ritual objects, sewing 
utensils, ceram ics, and ceramics in baskets were recovered from the Cavemas V burial (Carrion
Cachot 1949:18). Also associated with Cavernas burials were items that would have more than likely 
perished if it had not been for the dry, desert climate. These include gourds decorated by pyro- 
engraving, totora baskets and mats and painted leather containers (Bennett and Bird 1960:111- :2, 
123). Food, thread and other funerary items were placed in gourd containers before burial. Carrion 
Cachot indicates engraved gourd vessels were not just used as burial containers, but were an item 
used in everyday life. This type of container was also found in burials at Ocucaje (Carrion Cachot 
1949: 51).
Q m am P Q ttw
Pottery found In Paracas Cavernas cultural associations was produced by the same 
technology as that of Ocucaje: the incised, polychrome, post-fire, resin-painted technique. The 
double-spout-and-bridge, (sometimes with one blind spout), and single-spout and handle forms are 
found In Cavernas associations (Kroeber 1953: 321-22). Pottery in the final phases of the Ocucaje 
sequence (9 and 10) may have been influenced by pottery found to the north in the valleys of 
Caftete, Chincha and Pisco, that which Telio called Necropolis
Although not complete, Wallace (1985) provides a useful comparative chan of the Paracas 
pottery found in Pisco, at Paracas Cavernas and In lea. The technology of the pottery in these 
locaiiens is the same, but there exist local differences in motifs. More work along Wallace's lead is 
needed/ The pottery forms from Paracas (see figures 4 and 5; Carrion Cachot 1949: 44) include 
animal {frogs, birds), fruit (gourds, lucuma) and human effigy bottles. I have not seen the Ocuiate 
Being, monkey, and trophy head motifs on pottery from the Cavernas proper. It appears that the 
motifs were not lost, but represented on textiles rather than pottery.
Gamma Textiles
Most Cavernas textiles are ot woven cloth. This technique produced images in geometric 
fashion (figure 6). Some painted textiles from Cavernas and lea grave associations (especially 
Ocucaje: see Dawson 1979) show the images rendered in the same geometric-like fashion, as if 
they were woven. Perhaps it was important that the image be produced in a geometrical manner on 
painted cloth because that would be the only way it would be recognized by the culture, or perhaps 
It was meant to give the appearance of woven textile that was not ready in time for burial, or perhaps 
an individual was trying to improve his/her status at death by including a pseudo-woven textile.
Only a limited number of embroiderer cloths were found in the caverns (in sharp contrast to 
the Necropolis). Garments with tropical forest bird feathers found in Cavemas associations are 
mentioned by Bennett and Bird (1960:109). But, the specialty of Cavemas was its gauze weaving. 
0*Neate (1942:187) considered the Cavemas gauze material to be as distinctive to Cavemas as the 
bloek-ooior style embroidery is to Necropolis. The quantity of textiles as well as various techniques 
and various Imported materials used could suggest a hierarchy among individual burials. But caution 
must be taken in interpreting grave associations since it is the person who is preparing the body for 
burial that may be trying to favor the individual or show some status or hierarchy that may not have 
b a in  the true status of the deceased in the living world.
Carrion Cachot (1949:18), in working with the burials from Cavemas, states that most of the 
cloth was of white cotton, gauze, netting, openwork cloth and striped materials. Images that were 
embroidered were usually large in size and typically only two contrasting colors were used. She 
mentions that feline and double-entwined snake motifs, found on Cavernas textiles, were also 




Tello found another cemetery he called N ecropo lis  because of the large number of 
painstakingly wrapped Individuals. They were prepared as conical mummy bundles, also called 
fardels.
The Paracas Necropolis cemetery is believed to be later in time than the Cavernas because 
the Necropolis burials were located in debris or structures Irom the Cavernas period (Carrion Cachot 
1949:14). The burial style of Necropolis was different from that of Cavernas. The Necropolis tombs 
were rectangular vaults with stone lined walls. They contained forty or more individual mummy 
bundles, the largest of which measured 1.5 meters by 1.5 meters before it was unwrapped. A good 
description of the preparation of a mummy bundle (from notes of the unwrapping) and its textile and 
non-textile contents is given by Anne Paul (1979) and Rebeca Carrion Cachot (1949).
The mummy bundles contained the skeletal remains of the individual, garments, cloth 
offerings or possible altar cloths, food offerings, and other small objects. Each fardel is different in its 
contents, yet the preparation of the wrapping of the mummy seems to have been consistent. The 
mummies themselves are without clothing and it is suggested by Carrion Cachot (1949: 23) that 
clothing was made for the sole purpose of burial since some of these garments were only half 
completed in their embroidery and show no signs of wear. But Paul (1990) believes that the 
garments may have been ritual attire that was seldom worn except tor ceremonies. These garments 
would have been well cared for and so may not show signs of wear (Paul 1990 64).
Although it has not been proven, it has been suggested that some means of mummification 
may have been utilized on these Necropolis individuals. Tello states that the organs and muscle 
tissue may have been removed, and using fire and some chemical process, the body may have 
been preserved and reduced in size. Tello suggests the use of tire because of carbonized areas 
found on the body and chemical processes by the "saline efflorescences resulting from the
substances applied" (Teilo 1928:I34ff, cited in Lumbreras 1974:92). If the use of salt is the cause 
of the saline concentrations, it may be possible that individuals preparing the bodies exploited the 
salt pans that are located south of the peninsula at Otuma (Craig and Psuty 1968:100).
The skulls in the Necropolis burials do not show signs of trephination but they are deformed 
by frontal occipital flattening, producing a narrow elongated skull, in comparison with the occipital 
flattening of the Cavemas skulls that produced a widening deformation style (Carrion Cachot 1949).
Carrion Cachot states that of the more than 400 mummy bundles recovered from the 
Necropolis site, 49 have been studied and represent men of advanced age and no women (Carrion 
Cachot 1949:18). She concludes that because no women were found in the burials, the Necropolis 
cemetery was for a particular social group. Further physical anthropological study is needed to 
determine If this is true.
The preeminent item of grave wealth in the Necropolis burials are the textiles. These 
Include elaborately embroidered tunics, mantles, headbands, turbans, ponchos and skirts The 
complex images of mythical beings and elaborately costumed human beings (figures 7, 8, 9) have 
long fascinated researchers of iconography and textile technology
Other objects that were found within the fardels included items such as feathered fans, 
ceremonial staffs, stone clubs, arrows, shell necklaces, obsidian knives, fox skins, and gold versions 
of the head ornaments and mouth masks seen on the embroidered textile figures in the textiles 
{figure 10; see also Townsend 1985:131 for another variation of a mouth mask).
The gourd containers found with Cavernas burials seem to phase out of use with 
Necropolis, but a vessel was still placed near the body with food. Perhaps the phasing out of the 
pyro-engraved gourd containers was replaced by the adoption of the gourd shaped Topar£*like 
ceramic vessels.
13
Ceramics found associated with the Necropolis burials contrast sharply with those ol 
Cavemas. Whereas Cavemas pottery has polychrome, resin-painted designs, Necropolis pottery is 
monochrome, either cream or orange in color and modelled into various gourd forms or simple effigy 
representations on the blind spout. Vessels 31-54 on figure 5 from Carrion Cachot (1949) are 
Necropolis ceramic forms and can be compared to the Cavemas forms shown above (figure 5:1-30). 
Figure 11 shows two Necropolis style pottery vessels.
The Necropolis pottery from the Paracas type-site appears to be ToparS pottery, the ceramic 
style found in the Pisco, Chlneha and Cahete valleys to the north of Paracas. with the southern limit 
thought to be Ocucaje (lea). A limited amount of Topari pottery is said to have been found in Nazca 
(Strong 1957). Ocucaje 9 and 10 is dated to approximately 100 BC to AD 100 (Lumbreras 1974:87- 
8), allowing Cavemas, Necropolis and Nasca a period of coexistence (Peters 1987/1988 cited in 
Silverman 1991).
Topari Is one of the biggest puzzles regarding the cultural Identity of those burled In the 
Necropolis. Silverman (1991) outlines this problem of ToparS-Necropolls well. New fieldwork is 
needed to ascertain the relationship of the colorful Necropolis textiles to the line, undecorated 
Necropolis pottery.
Necropolis Textiles
There are three primary embroidery techniques used in the creation of Necropolis textiles. 
The linear style is a technique of embroidery in which the images represented are geometric in style 
as if they were produced by a weaving technique (figure 12). Usually two or three colors of thread 
are used. Very little of the background on linear style textiles is left undecorated. The interior of 
larger figures are usually nested with smaller images In the likeness of the larger one, or of different
images that may have some significant association. A pattern is often repeated, which limits the 
number of different images that are used.
A variant of the linear style that was not as widely used is the broad line technique. In the 
broad line embroidery, there is a slight shift from exclusively straight lines to the addition of curved 
features in representing images. The appendages on figures may be one solid color in comparison 
with the use of two colors in the linear style. Broad line textiles closely resemble linear textiles in the 
motifs represented and the practice of incorporating smaller figures into the bodies of the larger 
figure, and the filling of background with images wherever possible. Since the broad line style has 
not been found in large amounts, Paul believes It may have been an individual or family technique of 
embroidery (Paul 1990:76). It was not as abundantly used as the linear style.
The block color style technique of embroidery is the one most commonly associated with 
Necropolis textiles (figures 13 and 16). These textiles use a number of colors placed in large areas 
(hence: block color). Although basically the same figure may be repeated across the textile, 
variations can be seen in color, the implements held by the figure, or clothing style between the 
figures. Block color textiles differ in linear and broad line textiles in the manner in which the 
background is utilized. Block color textiles may have many secondary images but the background is 
not completely filled like that of the linear and broad line styles. It is these block color textiles that 
resemble early Nasca ceramic iconography.
Jane Dwyer believes the linear style is earlier than the block color style, but both embroidery 
techniques have been found in the same mummy bundle (Dwyer n.d.: 216*19 in Paul 1979:13). 
Paul (1990: 75) sees the difference in embroidery styles as different modes of communication: the 
linear images as the more traditional motifs; the block color images as the contemporary 
communication of the culture in what they see and do.
The normal size of a garment produced on a backstrap loom is limited by the arm span of the 
weaver. Some of the Necropolis textiles must have been produced on larger looms, in cooperation
with several weavers One such textile from Paracas was measured at 17 feet and 8 inches in width 
and 87 feet In length (Bennett and Bird 1960: 202).
Although embroidered textiles and ornamental needle-knit fringes (figure 15) were 
recovered from Cahuachi in Nazca, the amount Is far less than at Necropolis but this may be because 
there were many more mummy bundles found at Necropolis than burials discovered at Cahuachi 
O'Neale believes that the utilization of different textile techniques is a difference in local preference. 
There are no distinguishing differences in skill that can be recognized, and each area had the same 
raw materials available (O'Neale 1942) The Necropolis textiles themselves suggests a targe 
organization of specialized individuals: raw material producers, raw material cleaners, spinners, 
dyers, and finally weavers or embroiderers (Gayton 1961) There could have been motif designers 
as well. Paul and Niles (1984) believe that they were able to identify stages of work on a Paracas 
mantle. They suggest that first a skilled embroiderer laid out the images on the mantle in outline 
form, and then working side by side both skilled and unskilled embroiderers filleo in the Images.
Gayton (1967: 276) states Nif the decorative possibilities serve not only aesthetic aims but 
political and religious ends as well, as was the case in Peru, the role played and by the medium can 
become entrenched and even powerful enough to keep rival media in abeyance" This seems to be 
true in the case of the Necropolis textiles. There can be no doubt that textiles were the primary 
medium of communication among those who were buried in the Necropolis.
Both cotton and wool were used during this period Wool was probably adopted for its 
characteristic of absorbing color dyes better than cotton. Where did the wool come from, and what 
type of trade would have been established to gain access to the quantity that was needed for these 
funerary items? Salt exchanges have been important throughout ancient history Was it also the 
case here? Paracas had the means of obtaining salt from locations just south of the peninsula Were 
the Necropolis people exploiting other ecological zones such as the highlands and valleys? Could 
the differences in pottery and textiles found at Necropolis be the result of renewed offerings? Were
these people of high enough status that other neighboring cultures, not just their own, made 
offerings?
The motifs of the Necropolis textiles can be placed in three different categories: geometric, 
naturalistic and mythical. The geometric designs include various fret motifs, diamonds, and zigzags 
most normally produced by the the linear technique but not exclusively. Naturalistic motifs Include 
serpents, fish, hummingbirds, falcons, condors, vicuhas, reptiles, and felines as well as costumed 
human figures and warriors. The majority of the costumed human or mythical figures wear a head 
ornament or diadem, and/or mouth mask (figure 16). These mythical figures can be contrasted to 
the costumed human figures by their lack of human features and conglomeration of animat features. 
Most of these mythical figures hold trophy heads or have trophy heads attached to their bodies 
and/or clothing.
Many of the predominant motifs are associated with secondary images but in the case of 
hummingbirds around a flower, they are the only image on the textile (Peters 1991:265). This motif 
of hummingbirds and flower is also found on early Nasca textiles and ceramics. Peters (1991; 265) 
believes that this design may have its origin in Nasca and was incorporated into Necropolis textiles.
Between four and six different figures may be used within a textile but one central motif 
seems to predominate over the others. Within a fardel one design can be found on all the 
associated garments (Paul 1979: 17). Ann Peters, who has been studying the images on 
Necropolis textiles from a structuralist perspective, believes that there may have been a hierarchical 
or social relationship between the mummy bundles through the hierarchical relationship of the 
predominant motif. The predominate motif usually has many appendages emanating from its body. 
From these appendages smaller figures in varying sizes are held. By showing the relationship of the 
appendage figure to other bundles Peters believes there may be evidence for seeing social 
relationships.
Peters has classified the animals that mythical figures appear to represent as predators of 
the land, air, and water. Moat of the mythically garbed figures are predators that ai » at the peak of the 
food chain. In her structural analysis, she believes that the substitution of figures within the same 
ecological niche may be possible and predators such as falcons and condors may be represented 
more abundantly due to their predation In more than one ecological zone. Yet. as she states, the 
very fact of substitution indicates there Is a difference in meaning (Peters 1991: 252). Other 
substitutions may occur in the secondary motifs such as knives and fans which may not be dearly 
recognized.
Many human-like figures appear to have faces painted either in a horizontal or vertical 
manner (figure 17, right). Carrion Cachot (1943:10) has suggested that figures on the same textile, 
generally, exhibit four different manners of facial painting and believes this may relate to phases of 
the moon. This is highly speculative.
Sawyer believes that Necropolis textiles are contemporary with transitional Proto-Nasca and 
Early Nasca culture. A painted and embroidered Necropolis textile (figure 18) may be part of this 
transitional stage, or It may be possible that there was no time available to embroider the central 
ground before burial so It was painted. The painted panel uses the same Iconography of mouth 
masks, diadems, flowing discs from the ears or head ornament, trophy heads and triangular knives 
that are seen on other Necropolis textiles. In most cases a smaller figure of the central image or a 
motif associated with the central image Is placed on the border areas. In this case there deems to be 
no association between the two. Perhaps the difference is due to two different artists.
There is another painted textile (figure 19) that is said to be from Paracas Necropolis 
(Sawyer 1979:130). Sawyer (1979) identifies this textile as Early Nazca Phase A. This classification 
of a Necropolis painted textile as Nasca is very confusing. This motif may have just as many affinities 
to Nasca pottery as it does to Necropolis, but if it is reputed to have come from a Necropolis mummy 
bundle, it should be identified as such.
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Nasca Burials
Nasca burials vary graatly in form. Tombs excavated al Cahuachi were described by Strong 
(1957) as circular unllned pits that were covered with lashed cane. The bodies in these tombs were 
placed in a Hexed position, lacing soutn, and showed signs of cranial deformation (Strong 1957, 
cited in Lumbreras 1974:133) but the type ot deformation is not indicated. Nasca burials in Nazca 
are typically wrapped into bundles but no bundles comparable to those ot the Paracat type-site 
have been found there (Strong 1957).
Nasca burials were also found in the lea Valley by Pezzla (Pezzla 1962: 75, cited in 
Lumbreras 1974:133). Pezzla believed that the individual found burled in lea was ot high rank due 
to the difference ot the burial from that found at Cahuachi.
Naaca Pottarv
Like Ocucaje, the Nasca style has been sertatod. To complicate matters, each researcher 
seems to have his own terms tor his own divisions of the style. Proulx (1989:143) provides a useful 
summation of the different Nasca sedations. I have focused on material from Nasca 1-4 based on 
Dawson's serlation phases.
Gayton and Kroeber's (1927) sequence of Nasca pottery was defined by analyzing the Uhle 
collection ot 600 vessels from gravelots in the Nazca Valley. Their underlying assumption that the 
Nasca style developed from representational to abstract was based upon the motifs, it was later 
confirmed by Strong s (1957) stratigraphic evidence from Cahuachi.
Dawson's sequence elaborated in the 1950's refined the previous chronologies into nine 
phases based on similarity to the known ends of the sequence: Paracas and Huari. He was also 
aided by the radiocarbon dates from Strong's Cahuachi excavations and his own excavations in the
I t
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lea Valley. Dawson has not published the full sequence, but parts have been published by hts 
students (Proulx 1968; Roark 196S) and other scholars. It seems to be generally accepted and 
utilized by most researchers.
Many of the same vessel shapes are used in Nasca pottery as those of Cavemas and 
Necropolis, most notably the double spout and bridge bottle, (may also be with one blind spout In 
Nasca I) and a variety of bowl forms.
The most notable difference between the Cavernas/Ocucaje pottery and Nasca is in the 
technology. The colored slips of Nasca are applied before firing rather than after. In the Proto Nasca 
period (Nasca I), as slip painting -ame into use there was a wider variety of colors (from eight to 
twelve colors of shades or tints have been identified) and incised lines were used to separate areas 
of colors (as in Paracas) (e g., figures 21,29 ,30). Very early Nasca pottery (e.g. the Nasca 2 double* 
spout-and-bridge bottle in figure 22) may still conserve the typical Paracas Necropolis cap.
In Early Nasca (Nasca 2-4) incised lines no longer separate the areas of colors, but rather 
black outlines are used. The technique seems rather simple but, to the contrary, unfinished pottery 
shows that the colored areas were applied first with the outlines painted last to cover the separation 
of colors (see Sawyer 1975).
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The repertoire of Nasca ceramic motifs is extensive. Agricultural themes and the trophy 
head cult are depicted on Nasca pottery. Naturalistic portrayals of birds (sea gull, condor, falcon), 
marine life (fish, porpoise, killer whale), land animals (llama, rat, monkey, deer, fox, mice/rats), and 
reptiles (frog, lizard, serpents) as well as agricultural products (e g., chile peppers, jicama, lima 
beans) are shown. Mythical beings have human attributes may be more appropriately be viewed as 
individuals dressed in ceremonial garb (Townsend 1965). Feline and human attributes are the most 
common. They wear mouth masks, head ornaments, and ear discs like the figures portrayed in 
images on Necropolis textiles. The early Nasca pottery phases depict a central figure on an 
uncluttered background, similar to Necropolis block color textiles.
Proulx (1985) categorizes Nasca mythical figures as air, sea and land animats with human 
attributes as Peters (1991) did in Necropolis textiles. But Proulx feels that Nasca iconography has 
been approached too much from a western perspective as representing deities, fertility, and warfare 
symbols. He believes that the interpretation of these images is being confused on two or more 
levels. He identified these levels as a descriptive level, a subject matter level and a symbolic level 
(Proulx 1985: 147). For this reason Proulx suggests that in order to understand the changes and 
progression of the Nasca motifs, one must consider the interrelationship of one motif to another. 
This type of thematic approach was first used by Christopher Donnan (1976) in analyzing Moche 
pottery. It is based on the concept that certain scenes or themes are expressed by the 
interrelationship of images. Although the images may be rendered by different artists, in different 
mediums or by different means of abstraction, the theme is culturally expressed by the images as 
they are seen together. The best example for a modern equivalent would be a nativity scene. 
Whether it is geometric, in silhouette, painted by a great Renaissance artist or by a child, the 
meaning is understood to our western culture by our perception of the relationship between the 
images of a male, female and child surrounded by animals, a star and a stable.
Proulx's (1985) ambition is to compile an archive of Nasca pottery from museum collections 
and private collections all over the world in order to study the images in this thematic way. Proulx 
believes that with Dawson's nine-phase chronology, based on the appearance and disappearance 
of different motifs, any ceramic vessel could be placed into a phase (similar to Menzel, Rowe and 
Dawson's Ocucaje study) and the evolution of themes could be traced. Stylistic change and its 
study is not iconography. But application of the thematic approach to Nasca art may lead to 
significant advances in the study of Nasca iconography.
/Vaaca Textiles
Painted Nasca textiles (figure 20) are known but are not common as the needieknit fringe 
figures (figure 15) often used as borders on mantles. A favorite motif on Nasca textiles is flowers. 
Thus far, as reported, floral motifs have been found only at Paracas and Nazca and not at lea (Gayton 
1961: 289). Figure 20 shows another painted textile of condors. It is stated as Early Nasca based 
upon style of the condor image that is also found on Early Nasca pottery.
An Interesling-Unproyfinienced Teatila
One textile without provenience that is worth mentioning in this discussion of similarity of 
motifs between Paracas and Nasca is found in the Museum of Primitive Art’s collection. It was 
purchased in 1959 and discussed by Junius Bird (1961). Bird identifies it as a sampler. There are 74 
different design motifs, eight in the linear style (see figure 31) and the remainder in outline stage. In 
some cases more than one color thread was used in the outline and some features overlapped, 
indicating a possible thriftiness of the use of material. The outline motifs include birds, plants, 
mythical beings with head ornaments and human figures. On the basis of the style, technique and 
threads used, Bird believes that the sampler was made by two different people at two different 
periods. Some of the geometric motifs are similar to a Cavemas double serpent type image. The 
majority of the motifs, as I see them, are closely associated with Nasca pottery; some are similar to 
Paracas Necropolis textile images. Others can not be readily compared to published materials. 
There are birds and flowers but not the familiar hummingbird and floral motif. It would be interesting 
to see the complete sampler and identify the motifs that may or may not have been accepted by 
Nasca or Necropolis embroiderers. I am surprised that very little attention has been given to this 
artifact that could represent a cultural blackboard for development of the design motifs.
Dwyer (1979:116) mentions a similar textile fragment she believes to be a sampler in the 
Cavemas style.
ici^ araphic,Comparisons
The trophy head cult begins to be seen on south coast art on Cavernas pottery and textiles 
which show images of the Oculate Being with appendages with trophy heads. Figure 6 on the left 
shows the Oculate Being with his head turned upside-down. The inverted head position is used 
often in Necropolis, but I have not seen this position depicted on Early Nasca pottery or textiles. The 
double-headed bird figure nested within the body is also represented on Necropolis textiles and on 
an early Nasca bowl (figure 23 H). The figure in the Cavernas textiles on the right, possibly a 
monkey, holds a trophy head, has a smaller monkey incorporated into his body and a feline at the 
end of the tail. Trophy heads are depicted on top of the heads of both figures. Perhaps this was the 
predecessor of the head ornament or diadem although it may be too different an image for this to be 
so. This Cavernas textile is very similar to a Necropolis broad-line style textile (figure 24). On the 
broad line textile the Oculate Being is no longer standing but in a floating position. Appendages 
end in trophy heads and a trophy head is also seen on the top of the head. Figure 25 is a Necropolis 
block color textile. We can see the continuity between the previously discussed Cavernas and 
Necropolis broad-line images. The appendages of this block-color Oculate Being terminate in 
trophy "people". This is a new element because the two serpents with trophy heads are still shown 
(R. T. Zuidema, personal communication). The figure wears a diadem like those that have been 
recovered from burials (figure 10). A face embellishes the center of the ornament. This head 
ornament is found on Nasca pottery throughout the sequence, even when proliferated
Figures 7, 8 and 9 are representative examples of Necropolis block color style mythical 
beings. All are shown floating and have monkey feet. All of the figures are wearing a gold diadem; 
appendages terminate in trophy heads or smaller fully represented figures. Figure 17 (left), also 
Necropolis in style, depicts intertwining snakes. These were often depicted on Cavernas pottery 
and textiles and also on early Nasca pottery. Lizards and foxes(?) are shown in smaller images
between the intertwined bodies. Could this be a representation of the predation chain as 
expressed by Peters (1991)? The figures on the right side are humans dressed in tunics They hold 
trophy heads and wear the gold diadem. Most costumed humans in Necropolis textiles and early 
Nasca pottery seom to be represented in a standing rather than floating position, possibly 
designating the figure as a costumed human rather than the portrayal of a mythical being.
Figure 26 is also a Necropolis block color style textile. The warrior on the left wears a 
different kind of headdress or possibly a mask He is shown with arrows, a knife and an empty pouch 
on his hip. Dwyer (1979: 123) notes that the images on the right have a protruding tongue and a 
trophy head is depicted in the pouch. This is a common motif in Nasca pottery. The Necropolis 
textiles do seem to be very individualistic with each bundle possibly addressing the life history of the 
individual. Paul (1990:98) believes that the continuity of one design throughout ail the garments in 
a fardel may indicate that persons office while living or a mythical being he may have represented in 
ceremonies
Figure 14 is a needle knit fringe in the Necropolis style. The figure at the top is comparable 
to any of a number of the anthropomorphic mythical being figures found on Nasca pottery (see 
figure 27-c, d; figure 28).
The association or comparability of images on Nasca pottery and Necropolis textiles is most 
often the feline costumed figure (or anthropomorphic mythical being) with forehead ornament and 
mouth mask, and natural motifs of hummingbirds and flowers and birds with fish (figure 23, e, g).
Because of the lack of provenience for most illustrated artifacts, it is difficult to deal with 
them as Paracas Necropolis or Nasca products. So often they are confused The best assessment I 
can make is that there are iconographic relationships and similarities among these archaeological 




The Monographic similarities between Cavernas/Ocucaje, Necropolis, and Nasca cannot be 
dismissed. The similarities in pottery and textile style (form, iconography) as well as technology show 
a cultural affinity as well as development over time. Cranial deformation must be studied more Pyro- 
engraved gourds are also found widely and bear similar iconography.
Cavernas textile iconography continues onto Necropolis textiles. I still need to further 
examine the changes it undergoes and the innovations that appear. But the difference in burial 
practices, cranial deformation, and pottery and textile technique suggests that they were different 
cultures. Strong's hypothesis was that Cavernas and Necropolis were either contemporaneous or, 
two subcultures within one culture, since they occur together with and without Nasca or later styles 
(Strong 1941:22). I would also agree.
Nasca pottery shares iconography with Necropolis textiles, but there exist differences in 
burial practices and pottery between these two cultures. Nasca emphasized needle-knitting over 
embroidery. Nasca placed more of an emphasis on the pottery than on textiles. For whatever reason 
the iconic carrier in Nasca is pottery.
The Necropolis mummy bundles are very special. Among them are persons of rank or office 
to judge from the quality of the fabric and its quantity. The importance of doth in pre-Columbian 
Peru cannot be emphasized enough (see Paul 1990 tor a summary). In Inca times, cloth was the 
ultimate offering item and object used in diplomatic exchanges. Chroniclers such as Cobo (cited in 
Paul 1979: 7) wrote that "the elite deceased was dressed in his finest attire and jewelry, buried, and 
surrounded with offerings such as new garments, food, drink, and the instrument of his office in 
life." He also notes that periodically the tombs were opened in order to renew the offerings of cloth 
and food." Cloth was a sign of prestige and wealth. It was used to communicate ethnic identity in 
some cultures miniature garments were buried with an individual in the style that was important for
the identification of the individual (Gayton 1961: 284). Even today in Peru, hats and specific 
designs on garments identify individuals as to their ayllu
The Necropolis textiles suggest an elaborate specialized industry The complex imagery on 
the cloths carries a dominant theme for each individual. Larger cloths suggest the need for 
cooperation of several embroiderers on one garment AH this signals the importance of these 
individuals. It is the ultimate example of “clothes making the person" Textiles at the Necropolis are 
of the highest order and no matter how beautiful other grave goods may be they would be 
considered secondary in the Paracas Necropolis cultural context (Gayton 1961 284)
Cad,elusions
There is a certain amount of shared iconography between Paracas Cavernas, Paracas 
Necropolis and Nasca (see table 1) but it is still difficult to make a statement about what the 
relationship was between the producer cultures. While it is unlikely that the Necropolis bundles 
were brought to the Peninsula for burial from other valleys, it is not impossible. Until further 
evidence of Necropolis pottery and textile associations is found in situ outside the immediate 
Paracas site area, its own cultural definition is ambiguous. What is the relationship of Paracas 
Necropolis to Topard (of Pisco and Chi.tcha), late Ocucaje (of lea) and Nasca (of lea and early Nazca)? 
The Necropolis ceramic vessels could be an exotic trade ware that was valued and included in 
burials. Perhaps these vessels were part of renewed offerings placed *n the burial after its original 
interment or a new form of gourd vessel. The differences in Necropolis pottery and textiles may be 
explained as exotic trade goods that were interred with the individuals, new artisans in the village 
producing new wares or possibly, offerings from other valleys. This opic needs further study
Once a potter finds a favorite clay source and establishes a firing technique that works for 
his clay and temper content, experimentation is probably minimal. The firing technique on the very 
thin-walled Necropolis vessels must have been well controlled. Analysis of the clay and temper for
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Necropolis pottery from various valleys would be interesting to see if these are the same in all 
locations in which the pottery was found. If there is a difference in clay or temper types it may 
indicate more than one location of production Perhaps a Topari potter migrated to the Paracas area 
at the time of Necropolis
Just as Proulx is attempting to understand the association of iconographic features within 
Nasca culture by the thematic approach, I think it would be just as constructive to do this with 
Cavernas pottery and textiles and with the Necropolis textiles Peters (1991) has made some 
interesting statements regarding hierarchical representations on the Necropolis textiles It would be 
interesting to test the conclusions on stored mummy bundles.
Archaeological studies and detailed anthropologically informed art historical research are 
the only ways in which to gain new data on the inter- and intra-valley relationships on the south 
coast The Early Intermediate Period was originally called the Mastercrattsman Period because of 
the florescence of regional and local art styles In addition to focusing on understanding of how 
these beautiful art styles may have evolved and influenced each other, localized studies to fully 
comprehend the producer/user societies also should be undertaken I think the end results will be 
satisfying and will form a good foundation for later comparative studies
Since fieldwork in Peru is largely suspended due to continuing political unrest, this may be 
the time to take an inventory of what artifacts are known to exist in museums and in as many private 
collections as possible We should separate out provenienced artifacts from those without 
provenience or identified only by ascription by style We should analyze the provenienced material 
first and then the rest, in this way when a new wave of excavation can be done, the problem of style 
may be less intimidating. Also, the direction in which Proulx is moving in establishing a Nasca 
Archive is a step in the right direction (and a monumental task) toward iconographic decipherment. It 
is a basis that will give future scholars, such as myself, an organized vault of knowledge; this will allow 
future work to move forward and address new issues rathor t*an repeatedly verifying origins of
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various artifacts. By establishing and maintaining collections in this way it would provide the basis tor 
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Tab*? 1
An incomplete comparison between motifs of 
Paracas Cavemas, Ocucaje. Paracas Necropolis, and Early Nasca
The Cavemas Ocucate
Motif Pottery Pub libs Textile Pub. IHus. Pottery Pub. Ulus Textile Pub. Ulus
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Table 1 -continued
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pi 25



















X Bird 1954 
pi 79




I Proto Nasca Early Nasca I












X Proufx 1965 
pi 5
X O Neale 
1937 


















fig 202. 203. 
207





The Cavemas Ocucate I
T355 Pottery Pub. IHus. Textile Pub. Ulus. Pottery Pub Ulus Textile Pub. Ulus
diadem
mouth mask










fig 53. d. h
strings of 







falcon X MRO 1964 
fig. 66. b
killer whale X MRD1964
fig. 63, a. b
monkey X MRO 1964
fig 57 c






Motif Pottery Pub lllus. Linear Pub lllus Broad Line Pub lllus Bik. Color Pub lllus.
diadem X Bird 1954
pi 79
mouth mask X Bird 1954 
pi 79
full bodies at 
end of append 
ages
X Bird 1954 
pi 66
gee metric step 
frets
strings 0* 
disks at side 
of head








falcon X Carrion Cachot 
1949 
pi 'X. f
killer whale X Paul 1990: 
pi 27









Froto 'Jasca Early Nasca
Motif Pottery Pub lllus Pottery Pub lllus t extile Pub. lllus






mouth mask X Proulx 1966 
pi 5





X Proulx 1965 
pi 26. d











X Proulx 1965 
pi 17
falcon
killer whale X Sawver 1966 
pi 205






Motif Pottery Pub iilus. Textile Pub lllus Pottery Pub lllus Textile Pub lllus
feline X Carrion Cachot 
1949 
PI XVIII





X Dawson 1979 
fig 10
serpent X Carrion Cachot 
1949 
PI XVIII









Proto Nasca Early Nasca
Mom Pottery Pub llius. Pottery Pub llius Textile Pub llius









beans X O'Neale 
1937; 
pi LVIi






1924 o 25. c
O'Neale
1937:
pi LXIII. b. f. h
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